
 

Gather the Flower Girls On a tiny farm in Washington State, one woman’s floral 
workshops have become something of a sensation. 
By Cathy Horyn 
Photographs by Abelardo Morell 

In 2013, Erin Benzakein was a moderately successful 
flower farmer in Washington’s Skagit Valley, about an 
hour north of Seattle. She and her husband, Chris, met 
in high school and had come to the valley a dozen 
years before, as young urbanites in search of a rural 
dream, and bought a house on an acre of land. 
Surrounded by modest farms, the place wasn’t much to 
look at: vinyl siding, an old garage out back. By then, 
the couple had a daughter. (A son was born 19 months 
later.) While Chris found work as a mechanic, 
Benzakein, who had been a landscaper in Seattle, 
looked for ways to earn money at home. She tried 
candle-making, growing baby vegetables, a rainbow-
egg business with a hundred chickens. But, she said, “I 
didn’t make any money, and there was poop 
everywhere.” The flower idea came five years later, in 
2006, when she saw an article by the floral designer 
Ariella Chezar on arranging clematis. This totally blew 
Benzakein’s mind, because she’d always considered it 
an extravagance to cut garden flowers like clematis and 
bring them inside. They were for display in the garden. 
Which is largely why almost no one in the Skagit Valley 
would buy her flowers once she started hustling them. 
Her total profit the first year was $1,400. 

Meanwhile, the couple had taken out a second mortgage to pay for helicopter-pilot school for Chris. Unable to find 
a job that gave him enough flight time and with debts to pay off, Chris went back to working on cars. Benzakein, 
who seems to thrive when she has almost nothing to work with — a quality she traces to her parents, both self-
employed — had started freelancing for a trade journal, Growing for Market. She gave herself the target of writing 
50,000 words, just so that one day she would feel confident enough to write a book — a goal she fulfilled this year. 
(The book, a generalized guide to growing flowers, has sold 44,000 copies.) But the magazine work also provided 
her with an excuse to call up veteran growers and ask them about her own business, which was struggling. One of 
those calls — to an Idaho grower named MaryJane Butters — would not only change her life but also, because of 
how she applied the advice, have a ripple effect across the cut-flower world. Benzakein says Butters told her: Be the 
face of Floret Flowers. Nobody cares about your brand or logo — they want to know about you, so make your 
picture the homepage of your website. Benzakein, who is naturally introverted, was distressed by everything she 
heard. “It was exactly the opposite of what I wanted to do,” she says. “I wanted to hide.” But Benzakein says 
Butters’s other advice was to replace the Floret logo at the bottom of her emails with a picture of herself and “tell 
me what happens.” 

What happened was that Benzakein emailed the regional floral buyer at Whole Foods in Seattle and got an 
immediate reply. The next day, she brought a bouquet to the buyer, who said, “Can I have 500 of these in time for 
Mother’s Day?” 



“I thought, Oh my friggin’ God,” she remembers. “That was a huge turning point.” By 2008, Benzakein was selling 
to the store on a weekly basis — her picture, the same one from her homepage, displayed above the floral 
department — and to meet demand, she leased additional land from a neighbor. She now had two acres. 

Then, in August 2013, she met Amy Merrick, an influential Brooklyn florist and blogger, whom Benzakein had come 
to know through emails. Over the past decade, there’s been a revival in natural floral design — urns teeming with 
blooms and vines that nod to a pastoral lifestyle — as an alternative to corporate bouquets made with imported 
flowers pumped with chemicals. Like any trend fueled by Instagram, it has produced stars, among them Chezar in 
New York, Sarah Ryhanen of Saipua in Brooklyn, and Max Gill in Berkeley. The new floral artisans provide a constant 
stream of inspiration on their social-media feeds as well as in their workshops. 

So although Benzakein suggested it, she still found herself unnerved when Merrick agreed to come out to 
Washington and lead a weekend workshop with her, for which guests would pay $1,650, accommodations not 
included. Until then, Benzakein, who is tall and boyishly lean — a ballet dancer in muck boots — had kept Floret off 
limits to visitors. She felt her house was too close to the greenhouse she and Chris had built and the garage where 
she taped up photos of Chezar’s arrangements so she could master those sweeping shapes. Despite her fears, the 
visit proved a success as well as a revelation: “Amy was just gushing about what she saw.” On the last evening, in a 
friend’s restored barn, the two staged a flower-strewn dinner. “It was the first time,” says Benzakein, “that I saw all of 
our hard work, but it was now elevated — it wasn’t a grocery-store bouquet.” The event was a watershed in another 
way: Benzakein began holding “intensive” introductory farming and floral workshops — five the next year, then six. 
In 2016, she held seven workshops, for which the median price per slot was $2,500 (prices varied depending on 
workshop type). There were 175 slots in all. From a small-farm perspective, the economics were staggering. The 
Benzakeins’ two-acre operation brought in more than $400,000 from workshops in one year. They sold out in 
minutes. In October 2015, when registration opened for the coming year, traffic crashed the Floret site. 



Cathy Horyn with a bucket of Coral Charm peonies. Photo: Abelardo Morell/Chris&Erin Benzakein 
So on October 17, 2016, when registration opened for some 100 slots, people around the world positioned 
themselves at computers shortly before 10 a.m. PST. In the middle of the night in a suburb of Melbourne, Australia, 
a florist named Lyndal Gubbels waited. In San Francisco, Chelsea Jurado, a bubbly young woman who runs a floral 
company with a friend, went “back and forth” in her mind until 9:59, “as the price tag was more than I could justify 
indulging in myself.” At ten, she clicked buy. And in New Jersey, Amy Gallo Gofton, the vice-president of design at 
Kate Spade, had asked her husband to sign up for her, since he works at home. He went on the site at ten, then the 
phone rang. “When he went back to the computer, there was literally one slot left,” Gofton told me later. “I didn’t 
know I was signing up for the hottest thing in the industry.” In all, there were some 3,000 buy attempts on the Floret 
site. 



Horyn begins her centerpiece. Photo: Abelardo Morell/Chris&Erin Benzakein 
I first became aware of Erin Benzakein’s appeal last summer, when I followed her on Instagram (she now has more 
than 438,000 followers). I was not the only person struck by her radical openness and her willingness to share her 
family life, as well as everything she knew about farming, almost to a fault. Her business was blooming at the exact 
moment the ethic of organic, local farming was making its way to the flower world. She also produced fantastically 
lush, long-stemmed blooms — the kind of flower that made it clear she was a good grower as well as a good 
marketer. 

At the time, I was working on a flower farm in the Hudson Valley. The farmer, Angela DeFelice, was teaching me to 
farm. There is none better. But one day a young florist breezed into the barn to pick up wedding flowers, and we got 
to talking about the workshops. She told me that, for a designer, having your name linked to Floret can be really 
helpful. It was an enjoyable, knowing conversation, like one you might have at a New York party — about a new chef 
or Miuccia’s strategy at Prada — but for that reason it also made me squeamish. Not many beginning farmers could 
afford the workshops. On the other hand, Benzakein was obviously a woman of guts and intelligence who, at 37, had 
mastered everything she’d set out to achieve — a farm, a brand, a book, lately a seed business — on two acres of 
land. In early June, I flew out to Seattle. 

Horyn’s first arrangement. Photo: Abelardo Morell/Chris&Erin Benzakein 
Although it’s tempting to see parallels between Benzakein and Martha Stewart — both have great taste, both are 
attractive, both are businesswomen above all else — Floret reflects ideas that have emerged since Stewart first 
bread-crumbed her methods for others to follow. Ideas like directness, efficiency, community. For instance, to make 
it easier and cheaper for brides to order flowers, Floret came up with an “à la carte” menu that allows them to order 
bouquets and centerpieces as needed and not have to meet the $3,000 full-service minimum. It’s highly profitable 
for Floret, says Benzakein, and it’s realistic. 

Putting finishing touches on the floral archway that framed the farewell dinner. Photo: Abelardo Morell/Chris&Erin 
Benzakein 
Efficiency, of course, reigns in the land of beets and ranunculuses. Indeed, knowing that you can grow very profitably 
on an acre or two — by using intensive planting techniques and focusing on premium crops — makes small-scale 
farming attractive, according to Jean-Martin Fortier, a Quebecois farmer-author. Fortier surprised skeptics several 
years ago when he revealed that his one-and-a-half-acre garden brought in more than $100,000 annually. Floret has 
taken the same “intensive” approach, with similar results, though not without soul-searching. At one point, the 
Benzakeins came very close to buying a much larger farm, 80 to 100 acres. Benzakein had found there was 
enormous interest among out-of-state florists in having Floret’s flowers air-shipped to them. 

Attendees arrange centerpieces for the farewell dinner on day three. Photo: Abelardo Morell 
“But as we sat on it longer, we thought, Why not teach people in all these local communities to grow flowers?” she 
said. “Connect farmers and florists together and take out the middleman. Why not just work together?” We were 
sitting in the dining room of a friend’s farmhouse, loaned for the workshops because the property has a large barn 
— the same one where Benzakein and Merrick held the first workshop. Out the windows, in the distance, were the 
North Cascades. I had arrived the day before. A group of helpers, most of them florists from around the country who 
assist during the workshops, were going in and out of the barn, where a corner was massed with buckets of cut 
roses, peonies, poppies, irises, anemones, calendula, spirea, delphiniums, mint, and honeysuckles, all waiting for the 
guests to arrive and dip their hands in. “I’m not interested in taking it all or dominating,” Benzakein told me. “Really, 
I want it to be a win-win for everyone, so that’s why we went deep into education.” 

Tent-Camera Image: Floret Flower Farm #1, 2017. To take this photograph, Morell used a periscope inside a dark 
tent to project the outside world onto wood placed on the floor. Photo: Abelardo Morell 
She would be the first to say that, in the beginning, she wasn’t thinking of community power or taking out the 
middleman or any of the qualities that have inspired so many to become farmer-florists. (The Association of Specialty 



Cut Flower Growers says its membership has doubled in the past five years.) But by sharing what she knows, she has 
influenced other farmer-florists to do likewise. Floret’s workshop manuals contain an impressive amount of 
information, like per-acre earnings. 

After my initial skepticism about spending a weekend with 25 women arranging flowers, I softened quickly. First, 
most of them were really good at it. Working alongside them makes you get better, and you gain respect for people 
craving more fulfillment than their careers provide. (The number of “dreamers” — that is, non-farmers and non-
florists — attending the workshops has increased markedly in the past two years.) “It’s like a drug,” a corporate 
executive said as a bunch of us met for dinner at a local bar. “I can create something and feel good about it. It’s not 
against sales and numbers, and you’re not going to be benchmarked on it next year.”



To the Attic: Virginia Woolf and Abelardo Morell 
By Robert Adams October 4, 2017 

Virginia Woolf’s mother, Julia Jackson, was the photographer Julia Margaret Cameron’s niece, and among Cameron’s 
loveliest subjects. She also served as inspiration for the charismatic figure of Mrs. Ramsay in Woolf ’s novel To the 
Lighthouse. 

Perhaps Woolf ’s family involvement with photography 
contributed to her belief in the importance of seeing. 
To the Lighthouse is a strikingly visual book, not only 
because of the author’s descriptions in it, which are 
unforgettable, but also because of the degree to which 
people in the story change when they truly see. The 
story is completed, characteristically, when Lily Briscoe, 
an amateur painter, resolves the composition of a 
picture with which she has been struggling, and 
experiences a peace that enables her to accept life’s 
sorrows, particularly transience. As she thinks—they are 
the last words of the book—“I have had my vision.” 

The novel is divided into three parts, the second of 
which is titled “Time Passes.” In it, we are informed, 
almost incidentally, of deaths, including that of Mrs. 
Ramsay, but the focus is on the Ramsay family’s empty 
summer house on the coast of Scotland, and on the way in which, as the seasons come and go, what is outdoors 
registers indoors: “Now, day after day, light turned, like a flower reflected in water, its sharp image on the wall 
opposite … So loveliness reigned and stillness.” And this, among the most beautiful passages in the novel: 
“Nothing it seemed could break that image, corrupt that innocence, or disturb the swaying mantle of silence which, 
week after week, in the empty room, wove into itself the falling cries of birds, ships hooting, the drone and hum of 
the fields, a dog’s bark, a man’s shout, and folded them round the house in silence.” 

Abelardo Morell’s camera-obscura view inside an attic, and of the sea brought in, is an emotionally accurate 
correlative for aspects of “Time Passes,” and I always think of it when I read the book. Though Woolf ’s fictional 
house is furnished and Morell’s attic is not, both writer and photographer show how nature reenters our carefully 
protected spaces (in Morell’s case by a tiny aperture and long exposure, and rendered upside down), restoring to 
the temporal the timeless. 

One winter and spring, I had the good fortune to write at a desk next to an attic window overlooking the Columbia 
River. It seemed to me then that an entry in Virginia Woolf’s diary (referring to her home in the small town of 
Rodmell) was just right: “Why not stay here forever and ever enjoying this immortal rhythm, in which both eye and 
soul are at rest?” 

Morell may or may not have read To the Lighthouse, but he has, in this memorable picture, accurately read life.



Exploring the Language of Flowers 
Dilys Ng 
Mar 09, 2017 

Flowers for Lisa, as it sounds, is Abe Morell’s ballad. Like a deliberate 
collection of bouquets from Manet, Mitchell and Penn, his new series is 
effeminate and tender, painterly yet instructed. Morell’s gingerly-framed 
flowers began as a birthday gift to his wife, Lisa McElaney, with a desire to 
prolong the pleasure that flowers suggest. Morell went on to investigate 
the language of flowers, and pronounced them by combining multiple 
frames of different arrangements to create images of euphoria. 

For Morell, enlisting an object so laden with connotation is seemingly 
complimentary to his relationship with his wife. “Marriage and intimacy 
appear in so many shapes of harmony and conflict. I love how flowers 
constitute a simple subject that is flexible enough to invite visual 
invention and discovery,” Morell tells TIME. 

But Flowers for Lisa is not all visual intentions. Morrell equates the idea of 
rhythmic elements to visual structure, like the musical counterpoint where melody lines play against each other to 
form a new experience. He compares this to the likes of Jackson Pollock’s paintings, “I think that it may actually be 
possible for a talented composer to transpose those paintings into musical performances,” he says. 

On the wilder shores of love, Flowers for Lisa is loyalty spelt and whispered in charming voices. Morell’s flowers 
demand sensitivity, patience and a certain kind of rigor not just from the maker, but the viewer as well. Now if only 
the perfume of flowers can come through.



 

I WENT TO THE WOODS: 
EXTOLLING WALDEN’S HALLOWED SHORES 
James Foritano  
Tuesday, May 2nd, 2017, 11:54 am 

Thoreau at home…and “abroad” 

I don’t actually know if Thoreau traveled abroad physically, but his astral body was in 
constant movement. One moment he was looking deeply at what exists, then that 
place would become an idea that would go on to become the seed for what we now 
know as environmentalism. 
 
In one of the two exhibits currently celebrating 
Thoreau’s bicentennial in Concord, photographer 
Abelardo “Abe” Morell dusts a few inches of 
Walden’s twig- and-rock-strewn shore with white 
baker’s flour in the shape of the pond itself at the 
Concord Museum, which presents the work as part 
of its year-long “Be Thoreau” initiative. The baker’s 
flour will dissipate into the soil harmlessly, but the 
symbol of Thoreau’s bifocal view of nature is 
indelible. The sage of Walden lingered locally. And 
then he flew. 

Another of the four large Morell photographs — each one faithfully optical but also 
ingeniously cerebral — visually depicts a remark by Thoreau that Walden’s waters mix 
with those of India’s sacred river, the Ganges. Using a technique from the beginnings of 
photography, called “Cliché Verre” in French, Morell draws his view of this turbulent, 
fecund mix of Indian philosophy and New England transcendentalism in ink and brush 
on glass in buoyant lines, then photographs those lines as if he and we were glimpsing 
them in nature — an idea becomes real, and then viewed on a slant it becomes, again, 
an idea. 

Morell’s “Four Views” will be at the Concord Museum in their own doubleroomed 
gallery for your contemplation until August 20. It will be followed by “This Ever New 
Self: Thoreau and His Journal,” a show collaboratively curated with the Morgan Library 
& Museum of New York, from September 29 through January 21, 2018.
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